The difference equation v(x+) -v(x) = u(x) is solved for any harmonic u in the covering space of an unknotted curve.
(1) U" = {x:d(x,T)^2-"}.
By means of the diffeomorphism, for n0 large enough we can construct a continuous mapping xix): U" -* T such that (2) \x(x) -x\ S Kdix,T) iK a constant).
Bx will denote a ball verifying ({/0 U a) c Bx.
Let us consider now the two consecutive leaves Sx, S2of S that are between the copies a0 and o2 of a on S and have the copy ox as common boundary.
Then, in the compact set
there exists a A" such that (3) |k|=Sa".
(As before it denotes the canonical projection 77: S -> R3 ~ T.) Any first derivative of u is therefore bounded in Wn by some A"'. Let (4) \ = max(A",A"').
We are going to consider the function
where V(x,y) = l/\x -y\ and Vk is a suitable Taylor's polynomial of V around the point y (as defined in (2)). The values of u are taken over the copy ctj of a, bounding Sx from S2-Let us then recall the following developments:
|x-y| |x-y0lVo \\x-y0\J J convergent for |y -y0| < |x -y0|, supi .<, \P"(u)\ = 1 with 9 the angle between x -y0 and y -yo •
. /l^-yolV"2 \\x -y0l/ with w = cos 0 again convergent for \y -y0\ < |x -y0|, supi !<, |PJ,(w)| g «(« + l)/2.
Each term of (6) and (7) is a harmonic polynomial (see [1, pp. 124 and 142] ). Turning back to (5) we choose Vk to be the development (6) with y0 = y(y) up to an order l,k\ verifying (8) Xk2~'^2 < 2~k.
Then if x G Um U a, and P(x) is a ball centered at x with P(x) n (Pm U 
